ABSTRACT The unfolding and folding of protein barnase has been extensively investigated in bulk conditions under the effect of denaturant and temperature. These experiments provided information about structural and kinetic features of both the native and the unfolded states of the protein, and debates about the possible existence of an intermediate state in the folding pathway have arisen. Here, we investigate the folding/unfolding reaction of protein barnase under the action of mechanical force at the single-molecule level using optical tweezers. We measure unfolding and folding force-dependent kinetic rates from pulling and passive experiments, respectively, and using Kramers-based theories (e.g., Bell-Evans and Dudko-Hummer-Szabo models), we extract the position of the transition state and the height of the kinetic barrier mediating unfolding and folding transitions, finding good agreement with previous bulk measurements. Measurements of the force-dependent kinetic barrier using the continuous effective barrier analysis show that protein barnase verifies the Leffler-Hammond postulate under applied force and allow us to extract its free energy of folding, DG 0 . The estimated value of DG 0 is in agreement with our predictions obtained using fluctuation relations and previous bulk studies. To address the possible existence of an intermediate state on the folding pathway, we measure the power spectrum of force fluctuations at high temporal resolution (50 kHz) when the protein is either folded or unfolded and, additionally, we study the folding transition-path time at different forces. The finite bandwidth of our experimental setup sets the lifetime of potential intermediate states upon barnase folding/unfolding in the submillisecond timescale.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the advent of single-molecule techniques has expanded the horizons of molecular biophysics. They offer the possibility to observe and manipulate one molecule at a time with unprecedented spatial and temporal resolution, such that transient molecular states and rare trajectories become experimentally accessible (1) . One goal of singlemolecule experiments is the full characterization of the molecular free energy landscape (mFEL) in nucleic acids and proteins. The mFEL describes the free energy changes along one or more reaction coordinates between the folded and unfolded molecular states (2, 3) . A full knowledge of the mFEL for a given protein would allow us to characterize its folding pathway under different conditions (such as a temperature variation, the addition of a chemical denaturant, or the application of mechanical forces).
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and optical tweezers (OT) are experimental techniques particularly well-suited to study the dynamic behavior of single proteins under the action of mechanical force. Such techniques offer the possibility to observe individual folding and unfolding events, thereby providing new tools to experimentally investigate the folding reaction (4) (5) (6) . By applying forces at the ends of the molecule, invaluable information about thermodynamics and kinetics of folding can be obtained and used to reconstruct main features of the mFEL. In this work, we use OT to mechanically fold and unfold barnase, a 110-amino-acids-long bacterial ribonuclease protein secreted by Bacillus amyloliquefaciens that degrades RNA in the absence of its inhibitor barstar. This protein has been extensively studied in bulk experiments using protein engineering with F-value analysis, fluorescence, and x-ray crystallography (7) (8) (9) (10) . Some controversial results suggested the possible existence of a high-energy intermediate state along the folding pathway, and this debate is nowadays still open (11) (12) (13) . Here we combine pulling and passive experiments to characterize the folding and the unfolding reaction pathway of barnase with a time resolution of milliseconds. This requires the accurate knowledge of the elastic response of the peptide chain that we measured in our experiments using a recently developed method (14) . Then, by applying the continuous effective barrier analysis (CEBA), we estimate the free energy of folding of barnase and the position of the transition state in unfolding and folding reactions along the molecular extension, which we assume to be a suitable reaction coordinate in these experiments. The CEBA method is based on the purely diffusive one-dimensional Kramers theory for activated transitions, and was originally introduced in force-spectroscopy studies of nucleic acid hairpins (15, 16) . We validate our estimation for the free energy of folding of barnase by using fluctuation relations, which allow us to recover free energy differences from irreversible work measurements (17, 18) . We also extract the power spectrum of the fluctuations of barnase in both the folded and the unfolded states. Our results show that barnase is a two-state folder under force, although we cannot exclude the presence of short-lived intermediate states of lifetime in the submillisecond scale.
The mechanical unfolding of barnase has been previously investigated using AFM and molecular dynamic simulations (19) . In that case, no regular pattern was observed in the mechanical unfolding of barnase, probably because unfolding events <30 pN are smeared out by background noise due to the limited force resolution of the AFM instrument used in those experiments. These studies suggest that the TS upon mechanical unfolding is close to the native state, in agreement with the results we present in this article. Our results thus complement previous studies and provide a clearer description of the force-dependent thermodynamics and kinetics of the folding of barnase.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In our OT setup ( Fig. 1 a) , the N-and C-terminals of barnase are tethered via Cys residues to two double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) handles made of 500 basepairs, as described in Section S1 in the Supporting Material (3, (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . Each end of the molecular construct is tethered to a polystyrene micron-sized bead using streptavidin-biotin (2.0-2.9-mm-diameter bead; G. Kisker Biotech, Steinfurt, Germany) or antidigoxigenin-digoxigenin bonds (3.0-3.4-mm diameter bead; Spherotech, Libertyville, IL). One bead is then immobilized at the tip of the micropipette by air suction, whereas the other is captured in the optical trap. The optical trap has a force-dependent stiffness equal to k(f) ¼ 0.062 þ 0.00059f, as previously reported in Forns et al. (27) . Our OT instrument allows us to externally control the distance l between the tip of the micropipette and the center of the optical trap (28) . The larger we set this distance, the larger the force applied to the molecular system. If not stated otherwise, the standard temporal acquisition rate in our experiments is 4 kHz, meaning that signals collected in the photodetectors are averaged out by the electronic processors to four data points per millisecond. Experiments were performed at room temperature (T~298 K) and in a buffer containing 10 mM Na 2 HPO 4 , 10 mM NaH 2 PO 4 and at pH 7.0. Throughout the article, energies will be given in k B T units (1 k B T ¼ 0.6 kcal/mol at room temperature).
Pulling experiments consist of sequentially stretching and releasing the molecular construct between 0.5 and 70 pN. In the stretching (releasing) process, the trap-pipette distance l increases (decreases) at a constant pulling speed v. As a consequence, the force applied to the molecular system also increases (decreases), as can be appreciated in the measured forceversus-distance curves (FDC) (Fig. 1 b) . The loading rate r, defined as the speed at which force increases (decreases), can be extracted from r ¼ k eff v, where k eff is the effective stiffness of the trap-handles system (equal to the slope of the FDC). At a given value of the applied force, f U , an abrupt drop in force is observed (square box in Fig. 1 b) , which signals the unfolding of the molecule (23, 29) . The unfolding force f U changes upon independent repetitions of pulling experiments, as can be seen in the inset of Fig. 1 b, which reports several stretching curves. At~60 pN, the overstretching transition of the 500-basepairs-long dsDNA handles is observed (30, 31) . Therefore, the FDC measured during the stretching part of the pulling cycle shows a single jump followed by the overstretching (red curve in Fig. 1 b) . This signature corresponds to a single protein tethered between the two polystyrene beads (Fig. 1 a) . The folding of barnase along the releasing process usually occurs at forces <5 pN (blue curve in Fig. 1  b) , much below the typical unfolding forces. Therefore, the protein exhibits large hysteresis effects. The folding transition is not clearly visible in the FDC as it is masked by thermal fluctuations. Occasionally, the protein does not fold as revealed by the absence of a force rip in the next pull. To ensure folding, we stop and hold the pulling experiment at the minimum force value of 0.5 pN for 2 s to increase the probability of folding at the end of the releasing process.
We also carried out passive experiments (32) (33) (34) : starting from the unfolded state, the force was relaxed until a preset force value (f p ) between 3 and 6 pN was reached. At that point, the release process stops and the FIGURE 1 Force-spectroscopy experiments with OT on barnase. (a) Notto-scale scheme of the molecular experimental setup: barnase is linked to two dsDNA handles and the whole construct is inserted between two polystyrene beads. One bead is immobilized at the tip of a micropipette by air suction whereas the other is captured in the optical trap. Force is exerted to the captured bead and translated to the molecular system. (b) Example of FDC measured in pulling experiments performed at 60 nm/s. Under the stretching protocol (red), the molecule abruptly unfolds at~20 pN, whereas in the releasing protocol (blue), the molecule folds back at~4 pN (arrow). At~60 pN, we observe the overstretching transition of the handles. (Inset) Collection of stretching traces acquired in independent experiments, where it can be seen that unfolding forces f U vary in each experiment. (c) Example of FTTs measured in passive experiments (i.e., at l-constant). Each color is an independent experiment where barnase was initially set in state U at f p ¼ 3.6 pN. To see this figure in color, go online.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Elastic properties of the peptide chain Two branches of force are observed in the experimental FDCs obtained in pulling experiments (Fig. 1 b) : the upper branch shows the elastic response of the molecular construct when barnase is folded in its native globular conformation (state F), and the lower branch shows it when the protein is unfolded (state U). As shown in Alemany and Ritort (14) , the effective stiffness of each branch, k F eff and k U eff , respectively, satisfies
where k b is the stiffness of the optical trap, k h is the stiffness of the dsDNA handles, k d is the stiffness of the protein in state F, and k p is the stiffness of barnase in state U (i.e., it is the stiffness of the polypeptide chain). Both k F eff ðf Þ and k U eff ðf Þ can be estimated from the slopes of the FDC along the folded and unfolded force-branches measured in pulling experiments (Fig. 2 a) . The subtraction of their inverse values at a given force f gives
Therefore, by fitting the experimental measurement of ðk
, we can extract the elastic properties of the polypeptide chain (14) . Here, the elastic rigidity of the polypeptide chain k p (f) is assumed to satisfy the wormlike-chain (WLC) elastic model. To model it we use the interpolation formula derived in Bustamante et al. (35) and also the more accurate numerical expression presented in Bouchiat et al. (36) (Eq. S1 in Section S2). The folded protein is modeled as a single bond that is oriented under mechanical force as a single dipole does under the action of a magnetic field (14,27) (Eq. S2). The result of the fit allows us to estimate the persistence length P and the inter-amino-acid distance d aa of the polypeptide chain (Fig. 2 b) . Values recovered for P and d aa using the WLC interpolation formula proposed by Bouchiat et al. (36) are in very good agreement with values proposed in previous single-molecule studies (21, 23) (Table 1) . Thus, barnase apparently behaves as a two state system in pulling experiments: each force branch corresponds to a given protein state (F or U) that contains the elastic response of the full molecular construct.
The unfolding pathway of barnase Fig. 3 a shows the histograms of unfolding forces, r(f U ), obtained in pulling experiments performed at different pulling speeds. The unfolding force distributions shift to higher force values as the pulling speed increases due to hysteresis effects. This is also observed in the plot of the average unfolding force hf U i against the loading rate r (Fig. 3 b) . Finally, the force-dependent unfolding kinetic rate k F/ U (f) can be measured from unfolding forces by modeling the mechanical unfolding of barnase as a first-order Markov process (Section S3). Results obtained at different loading rates are shown in Fig. 3 c (gray symbols), where it is observed that all experimental points fall into the same master curve within error bars. The force-induced unfolding of barnase can be modeled using the widely accepted Bell-Evans (BE) and DudkoHummer-Szabo (DHS) models (37-43) (Section S4), which assume the existence of a single kinetic barrier in the mFEL that the protein needs to energetically overcome to unfold.
The BE model assumes that the position of the transition state relative to the native state, x z U , does not depend on force, whereas the height of the kinetic barrier decreases by the amount Àfx z U . The DHS model considers either a parabolic or a linear-cubic-like shape of the mFEL (labeled by g ¼ 1/3 and 2/3, respectively) and assumes that the force decreases the energy of a given molecular configuration of extension x m by the amount Àfx m . Both models provide analytical expressions for the rate-dependent average force, hf U i(r), and the force-dependent unfolding kinetic rate, k F/ U (f) (see Eqs. S6 and S8, respectively, for hf U i(r); and Eqs. S5 and S7, respectively, for k F/U (f)), which are simultaneously fitted to the experimental data to extract the kinetic rate of unfolding at zero force, k Table 2 . Estimations for k u m and x z U obtained using the BE or the DHS model are different. This is probably due to the fact that the range of forces covered in our measurements span~10 pN, which is large enough for corrections to the BE model to be relevant. In contrast, the two fits to the DHS model provide similar values within error bars suggesting that it is a more accurate model to describe our experimental data.
According to the DHS model, x z U~6 .5 nm (obtained by averaging results for g ¼ 1/3 and 2/3 in Table 2 ), which at 20 pN corresponds to the release of~25 amino acids of a total of 110. The molecular structure of the transition state of protein barnase has been previously determined combining protein-engineering with F-value studies and molecular dynamic simulations (9, 10, 19) . There, it is suggested that such TS is close to state F, with most of the native contacts essentially formed except for the first five amino acids plus thẽ 20 amino-acids-long region containing a-helices 2 and 3 (cyan region in Fig. 3 d) , which are unfolded. It is remarkable that the estimated number of amino acids that separate states N and the TS are similar in both chemical and mechanical denaturation experiments. This result does not necessarily imply that the unfolding pathway in the two different denaturation processes is the same, but rather that the properties of the kinetic barriers are similar. Indeed, from the DHS model we get DG z U~3 1 k B T, which is also in good agreement with previous bulk experimental estimates. In Matouschek et al. (7), the authors obtain that DG z U2 0 kcal/mol~34 k B T, using the transition state Eyring theory (44) and the value k u m of unfolding kinetic rate at zero denaturant concentration (1.1 Â 10 À4 s À1 ) determined in ureadenaturation experiments (7, 45) . The latter value for k u m is too high compared to our zero-force estimates (see Table 2 ), suggesting the inapplicability of Eyring theory to a complex reaction such as protein folding. However, we cannot exclude also the possibility that the unfolding pathway at the probed forces (i.e., >10 pN) is different from that probed in urea denaturation experiments. In fact, the release of 25 amino acids to reach the transition state along mechanical unfolding experiments probably implies the unfolding of helix 1 (found between amino acids 7 and 17) and the stretching of unstructured regions found in the native structure of barnase (red region in Fig. 3 d) . To clarify this aspect and fully characterize the mechanical unfolding pathway of barnase, experiments with circular permutations pulled from different internal residues along the sequence should be performed (23) .
Finally, several attempts have been performed to characterize the unfolding kinetic rate of barnase, and values ranging between k u m~1 0 À4 s À1 and k u m~1 0 À7 s À1 have been proposed at zero concentration of denaturant (8, 19) . Here, we extract the unfolding kinetic rate at zero force by fitting both the BE and the DHS model to our experimental results. Even though the order of magnitude of the value of k u m found using the BE model appears to be in reasonable agreement with previous estimations obtained in urea denaturation experiments, it has been already discussed how this is not a proper model to describe the mechanical unfolding of barnase with our data, less the extrapolation of the unfolding rate to zero force. On the other hand, results obtained with the DHS model are up to five orders-of-magnitude lower than previously reported estimations for k u m . Such discrepancy might indicate that neither the BE nor the DHS model provide meaningful extrapolations of the kinetic properties of the protein at zero force because both fits are performed using forces >10 pN (which are far from 0 pN). It is important to keep in mind that the values of the rates extrapolated to zero force, k u m , should be taken with caution, at most they are upper bounds to the true zero force rates.
According to the Leffler-Hammond postulate (46,47), the distance x z U increases as the force or the concentration of denaturant decreases. An examination of the first two columns in Table 2 shows that a large value of x z U is correlated with a low value of k u m , the constraint being the experimentally measured unfolding rates that are essentially proportional to k u m exp(fx z U /k B T) in the BE and DHS models. Therefore, if it were possible to measure the unfolding kinetic rate of barnase at low values of force (f < 10 pN) we could expect to obtain, for the slopes of log(k F/U (f)) versus f, values for x z U (f) falling in the range of the estimates reported from the DHS model (6-7 nm) and, consequently, lower values for k u m (10 À11 -10 À10 s À1 ). This would not necessarily improve the agreement between urea and mechanical denaturation experiments as both types of experiments are just providing upper bounds (with the estimate from Eyring theory, k u m~1 0 À4 s À1 , providing the largest upper bound as it assumes no recrossing events). Ultimately, the quantitative disagreement found between experimental estimates in urea and force might be also taken as indication of different unfolding pathways below and above 10 pN.
The folding pathway of barnase
In passive experiments, the folding of barnase is identified as an abrupt increase of force (arrows in Fig. 1 c) . From the survival probability of state U at different preset forces f p , we measure the force-dependent folding kinetic rate k F)U (f) (see Section S5). Results are shown in Fig. 3 c (solid black circles). Additionally, fits corresponding to both the BE and the DHS models are shown, which allow us to estimate the relative distance between state U and the TS, x z F , the height of the kinetic barrier relative to state U, DG z F , and the kinetic rate of folding at zero force, k f m . Numerical results are summarized in Table 3 .
Previous protein engineering-based experiments reported values for k f m and DG z F at~10 s À1 and 9.6 kcal/mol~6 k B T, respectively (7). As it can be seen in Table 3 , our results obtained by fitting the BE or the DHS to the force-dependent folding kinetic rate are in reasonable agreement. In the study of the mechanical folding transition of barnase, our data was measured at low forces (~4 pN) and therefore there is not much extrapolation at zero force for the folding kinetic rate. This explains the good agreement found between urea and mechanical denaturation experiments. Additionally, for the BE model we find x z F ¼ 5 nm, which at 4 pN implies that the difference in extension between the TS and state U is of~35 amino acids. In the case of the DHS, x z F ¼ 3.2 nm (obtained by averaging results using g ¼ 1/2 and 2/3), which at 4 pN corresponds to~34 amino acids. Again, results are in agreement with former protein engineering studies and molecular dynamic simulations (7, 10) , where a second TS close to state U is determined with only the three central b-strands of the native state formed (blue region in Fig. 3 d) . Remarkably, the TS mediating Folding Barnase at Single-Molecule Scalebarnase folding and unfolding differ in position along the reaction coordinate, as can be inferred from the estimated distances x z U and x z F and the corresponding number of amino acids, whose sum (between 48 and 60) does not add up to the total number of amino acids (i.e., 110). Our results show that the TS at large forces is close to state F, whereas at low forces it is close to state U. Hence, the TS approaches state F as force increases, in agreement with the LefflerHammond postulate (46,47). However, the measured unfolding and folding rates span nonoverlapping ranges of forces, so the different positions of the TS measured from F and U cannot be taken as direct evidence of the existence of two distinct TS. In fact, a single TS with a position that shifts with force might be in accordance with the observations too. Therefore, the question remains whether the mFEL of barnase contains two TS with a high-energy intermediate state of short lifetime in between (Fig. 3 e, left) , or it has a single TS that moves along the reaction coordinate ( Fig. 3 e, right) . Remarkably, the scenario inferred from our force measurements with the molecular extension as reaction coordinate agree well with that derived from kinetic rate measurements in bulk upon changing temperature or denaturant, where Chevron-like plots similar to that shown in Fig. 3 c have been observed (7, 48, 49) .
To study whether a fast intermediate state is present in the folding pathway of barnase, passive experiments were performed at high temporal resolution at different preset forces f p (50 kHz, Fig. 4 a) . No fast conformational transitions (hopping) between states F or U and a possible intermediate were observed at the single trajectory level. To check whether deviation of a two-state behavior takes place, folding trajectories obtained at a given f p were shifted in time and aligned at the center of the transition (taken arbitrarily as t 0 ¼ 0 s), using the 1-s data trace before and after the transition (Fig. 4 a, blue) . Then, they were averaged on temporal windows of 0.5 ms, as described in Neupane et al.
(50) and Woodside et al. (51) . Results of such alignment performed at different values of f p are shown in Fig. 4 b, where a zoom around the transition is shown. To check for deviations from the two-state behavior, aligned curves are fitted to the sigmoid function
where f min and f max are the average forces corresponding to the force level of states U and F along the FTT, respectively, and t TP is the measured folding path time (50,52-54). Deviations of the experimental data to the sigmoidal behavior would hint at the presence of intermediates. Fits to Eq. 3 are shown in Fig. 4 b (solid lines), and no evidence of intermediate states was found for all measured values of f p . In addition, for all cases the value of Df ¼ f max À f min corresponds to the release of~110 amino acids, which is the total number of amino acids of barnase (14) . This result suggests that barnase behaves as a two-state folder in the millisecond timescale under the action of mechanical force. Our results so far cannot exclude the existence of a high-energy intermediate of submillisecond lifetime. This temporal upper bound is compatible with previous estimations of the submillisecond or thousands of picoseconds lifetime of the intermediate determined using nuclear magnetic resonance and molecular dynamic simulations, respectively (55,56). As a second test to detect intermediate states along the folding pathway, we measured the power spectrum of force fluctuations at different f p values when barnase is in state F or U (Fig. 4 c, at 4 pN) (57-59) . These were obtained using 1-s-long selected passive traces measured at different f p values and at 50 kHz (dashed and solid boxes in Fig. 4 a) , where no evident transitions between states F and U are observed, but masked conformational transitions between F or U and a possible transition state might occur. In all cases, the resulting power spectra show two characteristic frequencies (n f and n s for the fast and slow modes, respectively) and can be fitted to the sum of two Lorentzian functions (solid lines in Fig. 4 c and Section S6). It can be seen in Fig. 4 d (top) that the slow component n s does not depend on the configuration of barnase (F or U), and from its linear force-dependent behavior we can infer that it is due to the universal axial fluctuations that take place along the optical axis of the OT setup, as it was already shown in Ribezzi-Crivellari et al. (59). If n s were related to conformational transitions involving the intermediate state, the force-dependence behavior for branches F and U would be different, increasing and decreasing with force, respectively. In contrast, the fast component n f (Fig. 4 d, bottom) , which also increases with force, indeed depends on the state of barnase and is due to the longitudinal elastic fluctuations of the whole molecular construct that are larger along the U branch (Section S6). Moreover, the force-dependence of the amplitudes of the two frequency modes does not reveal (neither discard) the presence of an intermediate state in between states F and U, as it is the case in Zoldák et al. (58) (Section S6). We conclude that, in the temporal resolution of 50 kHz, fluctuations measured in passive FTTs do not reveal conformational transitions between states F or U and an intermediate state.
Another possible manifestation of the existence of the transition state in the mechanical folding pathway of barnase would be the measurement of a large transition path-time. This could indicate that traces in Fig. 4 b were time-averaged with a too low pass filter (relative to the lifetime of the intermediate), so conformational transitions are averaged out. To check that this is not the case, we compare the measurement of the transition path time and the time resolution of our experimental setup, given by the inverse of n f when barnase is either folded or unfolded (equal to k F eff =h or k U eff =h, respectively, where h is the friction coefficient due to the bead and dsDNA handles; Section S6). In Fig. 4 b (inset), we find that the transition path time t TP decreases with f p and falls, within error bars, between the relaxation time of the molecular system when barnase is folded and unfolded. Hence, t TP cannot be resolved in our measurements. This suggests that any potential observation of fast intermediate states in the submillisecond scale in the folding of barnase is limited by the time resolution of our minitweezers instrument through the corner frequency of the bead in the optical trap and the molecular construct. The improvement of such resolution would make it possible to accurately measure the transition path time of the protein free from instrumental effects (50-54), and therefore to observe fast high-energy intermediates, if any exist.
Free energy of formation
The free energy of formation of barnase can be determined from the study of the force-dependent kinetic barrier B(f) that mediates its folding/unfolding transitions. B(f) can be measured from the unfolding and folding kinetic rates, which satisfy
where k 0 is the attempt frequency at zero force, and DG(f) is the free energy difference between states U and F at force f. The latter term is equal to DG 0 (free energy of formation) plus a force-dependent elastic term that can be estimated from elastic models and that contains the stretching of the released polypeptide chain in state U and the orientation of the molten globule in state F (Eq. S13). To study the behavior of B(f), we use the CEBA (Section S7). As it was already shown in Manosas et al. (15) and Bizarro et al. (16) , the CEBA consists in matching by continuity the profile of the effective barrier B(f) estimated from unfolding and folding measurements of logk F/U (f) and logk F)U (f) (Eq. 4; see red squares and blue circles in Fig. 4 a, respectively) , which gives an estimate of the molecular free energy of formation, DG 0 . The matching is done by vertically shifting the profile of the kinetic barrier measured from folding data by the quantity DG 0 . We get DG 0 ¼ 20 5 5 k B T ¼ 12 5 3 kcal/mol. Additionally, using the CEBA we can also get a lower bound estimate for the attempt frequency at zero force which here equals k 0 > 150 s À1 by assuming that at large forces (~25 pN) the kinetic barrier vanishes (Fig. 5 a) . This must be a lower bound as barnase has been shown to have a kinetic barrier at much larger forces at~70 pN (19) . We can also determine k 0 by averaging the results obtained from the expressions The free energy of formation DG 0 can also be determined from irreversible work measurements using fluctuation relations (18,60,61). The Crooks fluctuation relation and Jarzynski equality have been previously applied to pulling experiments to extract the free energy of formation of nucleic-acid hairpins (62,63) and proteins (22) . However, due to the large hysteresis effects reported in our experiments, the Crooks fluctuation relation cannot be applied and the bias of the Jarzynski estimator must be determined to extract a reliable value for DG 0 .
We proceed as described in Palassini and Ritort (64) (Section S8), where the bias problem was mapped to the random energy model (65). First, we obtain the histograms of work values (defined as the area below the FDC) measured along independent repetitions of stretching and releasing experiments, P F (W) and P R (W), and fit the leftmost tails to Eq. S18; and in Fig. 5 b (note the minus sign for the work in P R (ÀW)). Next, we determine the free energy difference of the whole molecular system between the initial and the final states, DG, from the Jarzynski estimator DG ¼ Àloghexp(ÀW/k B T)i (where the average h.i is performed over a finite number n of work measurements; Eq. S16). Two different Jarzynski estimators are obtained from unfolding and folding work values, which differ by~40 k B T (vertical solid lines in Fig. 5 b) . The dependences of the two Jarzynski estimators for DG as a function of n are fitted to the corresponding theoretical prediction of the bias, as given in Eq. S20 (64) (inset of Fig. 5 b) . We observe that the two predictions obtained for stretching and releasing work measurements converge to DG ¼ 1048 5 6 k B T (dashed vertical line in Fig. 5 b) , proving the reliability of the approach. Finally, we subtract from DG the different stretching contributions (coming from the optical trap, handles, and polypeptide chain) to extract the free energy of folding of barnase at zero force. We get DG ¼ 14 5 5 k B T ¼ 8 5 3 kcal/mol (Table 4 ; Section S9).
The values recovered for DG 0 (12 5 3 kcal/mol from CEBA method; 8 5 3 kcal/mol from fluctuation relations) agree within error bars between themselves and with previous estimations obtained from bulk (10.2 5 0.4 kcal/mol and 9.8 5 1.3 kcal/mol) (8, 19) .
CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we have investigated the mechanical folding/ unfolding of the protein barnase. Our results provide a full picture of the elastic response and the mechanical unfolding and folding pathways of barnase and allow us to characterize main features of the mFEL.
First, we extract the elastic properties of the polypeptide chain in the force interval from 4 to 25 pN from pulling experiments by directly measuring the stiffness of the molecular setup, as it was done for short ssDNA molecules in Alemany and Ritort (14) . Fits to different analytical expressions of the ideal wormlike-chain elastic model give a persistence length value in the range 0.60-0.85 nm, and an inter-amino-acid distance of 0.34-0.36 nm/aa (Table 1 ). The free energy DG is obtained from the application of Jarzynski equality and corrected by an estimation of the bias (Eqs. S16 and S17, respectively).
Once the different energetic contributions from the experimental setup are removed (Eq. S21 and Section S9), the free energy of formation of barnase is obtained.
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These results are in very good agreement with the widely accepted values used to characterize protein folding in previous force spectroscopy studies (23, 34, 35, 66, 67 ). Next we characterize the unfolding pathway of barnase under applied force from pulling experiments performed at different loading rates ranging from 3 to 60 pN/s. In these experiments, an unfolding event is detected through an abrupt jump in force in the measured FDC corresponding to the release of the 110 amino acids of the protein. We use the BE and the DHS Kramers-based models, which allow us to fit the rate-dependent average unfolding forces hf U i(r) and the force-dependent unfolding kinetic rate k F/ U (f) to get estimates for the distance x z U between the native state and the TS; the height of the kinetic barrier to unfold, DG z U ; and the kinetic rate of unfolding at zero force, k u m (Table 2). The distance x z U can be converted to the number of amino acids released in the TS upon unfolding, which equals~17 or 25 out of 110 (15 and 22% of the protein length, respectively) if we use the BE or the DHS models, respectively. Hence, we hypothesize that the TS mediating unfolding lies closer to state F than to state U of the protein, in agreement with previous measurements carried out combining techniques such as protein engineering with F-value analysis, urea denaturation, and molecular dynamic simulations. This result does not necessarily imply that the unfolding pathway of barnase is the same, but rather that the kinetic barrier has similar properties. In fact, the value for DG z U as predicted by the DHS model is in remarkable agreement with values obtained using bulk techniques (7, 9) . Noticeably, the mechanical unfolding of barnase has been previously investigated using AFM in a range of pulling speeds between 3000 and 150,000 nm/s, at least two orders-of-magnitude faster than the ones reported here (19) . There, the average unfolding force is found at 70 pN and the value estimated for x z U is 0.3 nm. This is a further confirmation of the Leffler-Hammond postulate (46,47): the position of the transition state upon mechanical denaturation is expected to approach the folded state as the force applied to the ends of the molecule increases. Our optical tweezers experiments and the AFM ones in Best et al. (19) are probing pretty different force regimes.
To study the folding pathway of the protein, we performed passive experiments where the folding of barnase is detected through a sudden force jump corresponding to the collapse of 110 amino acids toward the native structure. By fitting the BE and the DHS models to the force-dependent kinetic rate k F)U (f), we get estimates for the distance between the TS and U, x z F ; the height of the kinetic barrier to fold, DG z F ; and the kinetic rate of folding at zero force, k f m (Table 3) . Again, the distance x z F can be converted into the number of amino acids collapsed in the TS upon folding, which equals 35 or 23 if we use the BE or the DHS models, respectively. We hypothesize that the TS mediating folding is close to state U, with the main hydrophobic core of the protein (mostly made of b-sheets) folded.
Two decades ago, the folding pathway of barnase was studied in great detail using protein engineering, nuclear magnetic resonance, calorimetry, and urea denaturation experiments (7, 8, 68) . In these studies, an observed nonlinearity of the logarithm of unfolding and folding kinetic rates under the action of urea was attributed to the possible presence of a submillisecond intermediate (55, 56) . However, later hydrogen-exchange and denaturant-dependent unfolding experiments questioned the interpretation of former results (12) . Remarkably enough, our results support a similar nonlinear scenario but using a different reaction coordinate (molecular extension versus urea or temperature). Our experimental observations can be explained either in terms of an mFEL with one or two TS mediating the native and unfolded states (Fig. 3 e) . Both situations would agree with the Leffler-Hammond postulate, but for the latter case one might expect the presence of an intermediate state limited by the two distinct TS. Such an intermediate is not observed in pulling experiments or in passive traces, suggesting that it should be a high-energy state of short lifetime. To check this, we increased the temporal resolution of our equilibrium experiments up to 50 kHz. An accurate study of the elastic fluctuations and the behavior of the molecule during the folding transition did not reveal the presence of such an intermediate state. We find that the folding transition (i.e., the jump in force in our FTTs) is dominated by the relaxation time of the experimental system, made of the protein, the handles, and the bead captured in the optical trap. Hence, to test the hypothesis of the existence of a submillisecond intermediate state in the mechanical folding of barnase with force-spectroscopy experiments, the experimental time resolution of the OT instrument should be improved or the relaxation time of the experimental setup must be reduced. Alternatively, one might consider future strategies aiming to isolate the intermediate by pulling from different positions in circular permutants of barnase.
In this article, we also considered two different methods to recover the folding free energy of barnase at zero force. The first method (CEBA) consists in imposing the continuity in the profile of the force-dependent kinetic barrier B(f) measured from unfolding and folding kinetic rates, from which we obtain DG 0 ¼ 20 5 5 k B T. In the second method, we apply the Jarzynski equality to recover the free energy from irreversible work measurements in pulling experiments. However, due to hysteresis effects, it is important to correct the bias of the Jarzynski estimator to get reliable values for DG 0 . Here we proceed as described in Palassini and Ritort (64) , where the bias problem is mapped to the random energy model. We get DG 0 ¼ 14 5 5 k B T. Both results, which, when averaged, give the value of 10 5 7 k B T~10 5 4 kcal/mol, are in good agreement within error bars with previous estimations from bulk (8, 19) .
The CEBA method also provides a lower bound for the attempt frequency at zero force, k 0 , which can be estimated by assuming that at large forces, the effective barrier van (Tables 2 and 3) determined from the DHS model by taking
. By averaging over the two estimations (BE and DHS), we obtain k 0 1610 s À1 for the DHS with g ¼ 1/2 and k 0~6 70 s À1 for the DHS with g ¼ 2/3. Additionally, the profile of B(f) is observed to satisfy the Leffler-Hammond postulate (46,47), because its slope decreases as force increases. This trend is also predicted by the DHS model, which in fact reproduces the observed force-dependence of the effective barrier (Fig. 5 a) using the parameters from Table 2 . Because the absolute value of such slope is equal to the relative distance between the TS and state F, the TS is located close to state U at low values of the force and approaches state F as force increases. This is in agreement with the structures proposed for the TS mediating mechanical unfolding and folding from bulk and present OT experiments.
Future work should focus on the direct measurement of the transition path time, which requires an improvement of the instrumental time resolution. This would reveal the existence of fast intermediates along the folding pathway. A first approach should involve the decreasing of the relaxation time of the different elements of the experimental setup. For instance, by performing experiments with a stiffer optical trap, stiffer molecular handles or smaller polystyrene beads would decrease the relaxation time of beads and handles, and hence the total relaxation time of the system would be dominated by the intrinsic folding time of barnase. One should also try combining OT investigations with protein engineering studies based on circular permutants as has been done for other proteins (23) . This should help to elucidate whether such an intermediate does indeed exist, and to estimate its lifetime.
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The aminoacid sequence of protein barnase was cloned into the pET100/D-TOPO vector from Invitrogen. This vector contain a His-taq the N-terminus. After cloning of barnase sequence into the pET vector we introduced two cysteines to pull the protein from its ends. These residues were introduced using quick-change mutagenesis. E. coli Then the sample was concentrated and purified by size exclusion chromatography using 50 mM NaHPO 4 , 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, pH 7.0. The fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and the pure protein was pooled and subsequently 3 mM DTT was added.
DTDP activation of cysteine-modified proteins: The resulting protein was reacted with a concentrated stock of DTDP (10 mM in 0.1 M NaH 2 PO 4 /Na 2 HPO 4 , pH 5.5, 15% acetonitrile) such that DTDP was in a 25-fold molar excess of the protein, and allowed to react for 24 h at RT. The excess of DTDP was then removed by dialysis at 4℃. The protein is then activated and ready to be attached to DNA handles. The activated protein was stored at 4℃. ESI-MS was used to confirm the activation of the protein.
Generation of DNA handles: The 500 bp DNA handles were generated in large quantities by PCR using Taq DNA polymerase and the pBR322 plasmid as template. Usually 2 400 µg of handles were generated at a time using 7 mL of PCR reaction. The two types of handles were generated using the primer 5' Thiol-CAGTTC TCCGCAAGAATTG together with either the primer 5' Bio-GGAATCTTGCACGCCCTCGC or the primer 5 digoxigenin-GGAATCTTGCACGCCCTCGC. The PCR products were purified using HiSpeed Plasmid Maxi Kit, from QIAGEN adding 3 mM DTT in the final elution buffer. 
DNA-Protein

S2 Elastic models
The elastic response of the peptide chain is assumed to satisfy the ideal WLC model [3] , given by:
where x is the equilibrium end-to-end distance of the peptide chain, P is the persistence length and L = n aa d aa is the contour length of the peptide. n aa is the total number of aminoacids, equal to 110 for barnase, while d aa is the equilibrium distance between consecutive aminoacids. Numerical coefficients a n (n = 2, . . . , 7) depend on the analytical expression used to model the WLC behavior. According to truncated version presented in reference [4] , these are equal to zero, whereas in reference [5] a numerical expansion of the model is presented which leads to the following values: a 2 = −0.5164228,
737418, a 4 = 16.07497, a 5 = −38.87607, a 6 = 39.49944, and a 7 = −14.17718.
The globular structure is modeled as a single bond of length d = 3 nm (end-toend distance of the protein at zero force as has been measured by 1 H-Nuclear magnetic resonance chemical shifts [6] ) that is oriented under mechanical force as a single magnetic dipole does under applied magnetic field [3] . Consequently k d satisfies:
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S3 Unfolding kinetic rates from unfolding forces
The unfolding kinetic rate is extracted from the master equation of the survival probability of state F , P F (f ) along the stretching experiment:
P F (f ) is extracted from unfolding forces f U according to:
where n t is the total number of unfolding events and n(f U > f ) is the number of events with an unfolding force larger than f .
5
S4 Bell-Evans (BE) and Dudko-Hummer-Szabo (DHS) models
The force-dependent survival probabilities of the folded P F (f ) and the unfolded P U (f ) state along the stretching or releasing process satisfy
, respectively, where r is the loading rate in units of pN/s.
These differential equations can be solved for some analytical expressions of k F →U (f ) and k F ←U (f ) in order to find analytical expressions for f U and f F [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 ].
The BE model introduces the effect of force in the Arrhenius kinetic rate as follows:
where x ‡ is the position of the transition state, ∆G ‡ is the height of the kinetic barrier, and k m is the kinetic rate at zero force. Therefore, when the unfolding kinetic rate
In contrast, when we are modeling the unfolding kinetic rate k F ←U (f ) then
it can then be shown that:
The DHS model derives the following analytical expression for the kinetic rate by solving the Kramers equation:
where γ = 1/2 (γ = 2/3) for parabolic (linear-cubic) free-energy landscapes. The differential equation for the pulling protocol can be solved, and hence:
.577
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S5 Folding kinetic rates from passive experiments
In passive experiments the survival probability of the unfolded state, P U (t), satisfies:
where we assume a two-state folding behavior and P U (t = 0) = 1. The survival probability P U (t) can be extracted from the passive experiments carried out at a given preset force f p according to:
where n t is the total number of trajectories at f p and n(t fold < t) is the number of events at which barnase folds at times t fold smaller than t. We get k F ←U (f ) by fitting the experimentally measured survival probabilities P U (t) to Eq. (S9) (Fig. S1 ). 
S6 Power spectrum and elastic fluctuations
The power spectrum S(ν) is defined as the Fourier transform of the force correlation funtion. In Fig. S2 we show results obtained working with a molecular construct that contains no barnase (i.e. it is made of handles exclusively) and a full construct made of one barnase and handles, respectively, measured at different values of the force. In all cases, the resulting power spectrum can be fitted to the double Lorentzian function [14, 15] :
where A f and ν f are the amplitude and frequency of the fast mode, and A s and ν s of the slow mode. In Fig. S3 we show the results obtained by fitting the power spectrum measured in the presence of protein barnase in the unfolded (U ) and the folded (F ) state (center and right panels in Fig. S2, respectively) . The force-dependence of ν s suggests that this term is attributed to axial fluctuations occurring in the direction of propagation of the light in the OT. In contrast, ν f is due to the elastic fluctuations of the molecular By modeling the Brownian motion of the bead in the optical trap with the Langevin equation it is shown that the fast frequency mode (i.e. the elastic fluctuations) satisfy ν F f = k F eff /η and ν U f = k U eff /η, being η = 2.6 × 10 −4 pN·s/nm the water friction coefficient at 25℃ for a micro-sphere (η = 6παR, where α = 9.1 × 10 −3 Pa·s is the water viscous coefficient and R = 1.5 µm is the radius of the bead captured in the optical trap).
Therefore, according to Eqs. (1) and (2) (main text):
Hence, according to Eq. (S12) it is possible to extract the elastic properties of the peptide chain by fitting the subtraction of the inverse of the fast frequency modes obtained when barnase is either unfolded or folded (lhs of Eq. S12) to the subtraction of the inverse of the stiffness of the peptide chain and the inverse of the stiffness of barnase when it is in the folded state (rhs of Eq. S13). Results are shown in Fig. S4 for the two analytical expressions for the WLC elastic model used in this work (Eq. S1). Results are compatible with the ones determined by measuring the effective stiffness of the system as described in Section S1. to Eq. S12 using the WLC elastic model (Eqs. S1 and S2). The resulting values for P and daa are given in the Table. Error bars are standard statistical errors.
for all force values f at which k F ←U (f ) has been measured. Then, according to Eq. (S16c) compute − log k F ←U (f ) − I 1 + I 2 for each measurement.
3. Shift vertically the quantity − log k F ←U (f ) − I 1 + I 2 in order to match the forcedependent behavior obtained for − log k F →U (f ). The amount of the shift equals the free energy of formation ∆G 0 of the molecule.
The CEBA method has been successfully applied to until now to nucleic acid hairpins, whose force-dependent kinetic rates k F →U (f ) and k F ←U (f ) were measured at a similar range of forces and hence the matching could be performed straightforwardly [17, 18] . The case of protein barnase is starkly different, since a gap of ∼ 7 pN is found between the maximum force value at which k F ←U (f ) is measured and the minimum force value at which k F →U (f ) is measured (Fig. 3c) . In order to perform the matching, we merge together the experimentally measured data points for − log k F →U (f ) and − log k F ←U (f ) − I 1 + I 2 + ∆G * 0 for different values of ∆G * 0 , and perform a quadratic fit on the resulting data set. The value of ∆G * 0 with the best quadratic fit (or, equivalently, at which χ 2 is minimum) corresponds to ∆G 0 . The dashed-gray line in Fig. 5a corresponds to the best fit, where ∆G 0 = 20 ± 5 k B T . Fig. S5 shows the value of χ 2 for different values of ∆G * 0 .
4. The previous fit gives B(f ) − k B T log k 0 . By assuming that at large forces (f < 25 pN) the kinetic barrier B(f ) vanishes, we can get a lower estimation for log k 0 (Fig. 5a ).
Finally, it can be shown that:
